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The City

2006-01-01

this graphic novel by an expressionist master offers a stunning depiction of urban europe between the world wars first published in germany in 1925 it presents 100 woodcuts of
remarkable force and beauty that depict scenes of work and leisure wealth and deprivation and joy and loneliness

The City

2013-06-10

this graphic novel by an expressionist master offers a stunning depiction of urban europe between the world wars first published in germany in 1925 it presents 100 woodcuts of
remarkable force and beauty

Passionate Journey

2013-01-17

this evocative text free narrative is crafted from 167 woodcuts a novel in pictures we follow our hero through a world of good and evil love and heartbreak introduction by
thomas mann

Passionate Journey

2019

over 100 works by beckmann feininger kirchner kollwitz nolde marc and others distorted stylized forms embody revolutionary mood of the early 20th century introduction
captions notes on artists



The City

1988

in this moving graphic novel without words one of the finest artists of the 20th century uses 230 intricately detailed woodcuts to tell a dramatic tale of the great depression a
young girl who longs to be an accomplished violinist and a boy who hopes to become a builder find their dreams shattered by desperate economic times

German Expressionist Woodcuts

2012-05-11

the essays in this volume focus on the text world dichotomy that has been a pivotal problem since plato implicating notions of mimesis and representation and raising a series of
debatable issues do literary texts relate only to the fictional world and not to the real one do they not only describe but also perform and thus create and transform reality is
literature a mere reflection expression of society a field and a tool of political manipulations a playground to exercise ideological and social power herbert grabes seminal essay
literature in society society and its literature which opens this volume perfectly captures the essential functions of literature in society whether it be derridean belief in a
revolutionary potential of literature the power of literature to say everything or hillis miller s view of literature having the potential to create or reveal alternative realities or
according to grabes the ability of literature to offer to society a possibility of self reflection by way of presenting a double of what is held to be reality and last but not least the
ability of literature to considerably contribute to the joy of life by enabling a particular kind of pleasure the pleasure of reading literature the subsequent essays collected in this
volume deal with complex relations between literature and society approaching this issue from different angles and in various historical epochs they are on diverse thematics and
written from diverse theoretical perspectives differing in scope and methodology

Passionate Journey

1971

wonderfully wordless the 500 most recommended graphic novels and picture books is the first comprehensive best book guide to wordless picture books and nearly wordless
picture books it is an indispensable resource for parents and teachers who love graphic storytelling or who recognize the value of these exceptional books in working with
different types of students particularly preschool english as a second language esl and special needs and creative writers every age group will benefit from wonderfully wordless



from babies and toddlers encountering their first books to elementary age children captivated by the popular fantasy and adventure themes to teenagers attracted to graphic
novels because of their more intense content and comic book format even adults who are not yet readers will benefit from this uniquely authoritative resource because it will
provide a bridge to literacy and give them books that they can immediately share with their children wonderfully wordless is the ultimate guide to wordless and almost wordless
books its 500 exemplary titles are a composite of 140 sources including recommendations from reference books award lists book reviews professional journals literary blogs and the
collections of many of the most prominent libraries in the united states and the english speaking world the us libraries include the boston public library carnegie library of
pittsburgh denver library new york public library and seattle public library as well as the academic libraries at bank street college miami university michigan state university
penn state university stanford university and university of chicago the international libraries include the university of oxford british council library india british library hong
kong public libraries national library of the philippines toronto public library trinity college library dublin vancouver public library and the national library of new zealand the
500 books included here are generated from a database with 7 300 booklist entries in essence the ranked list emerging from this compilation will constitute votes for the most
popular titles the ones most experts agree are the best by pooling the expertise from the us and other english speaking countries wonderfully wordless is an unrivaled core list of
classic and contemporary titles this authoritative reference book conveys not the opinion of one expert but the combined opinions of a legion of experts if a single picture is worth
a thousand words then a multitude of the picture only texts is worth a compendium wonderfully wordless is organized by theme and format and readers should have no problem
zeroing in on their favorite topics there are thirty one chapters organized by topics such as christmas cheer character values comedy capers pet mischief creative journeys
fascinating fantasies and marvelous mysteries there is a full spectrum of wordless fiction and nonfiction concept books visual puzzles board books cloth books woodcut novels
graphic novels and more

Vertigo

2009-01-01

the major american artist invented the concept of a wordless novel with this evocative text free woodcut narrative autobiographical in nature the novel recounts ward s struggles
with his craft and with life in the 1920s the intricate woodcuts transcend all barriers of language and fresh details reward the eye with every review 139 black and white
illustrations

Literature in Society

2012-12-05



at over 400 pages and packed with 1000 full color photos and illustrations this is truly the category defining book on the subject of printmaking perfect for students and casual and
professional artists with lots of great reference information for print collectors as well this is the ultimate guide to the ins and outs of every variety of printmaking practiced today
in addition to in depth step by step instructions the printmaking bible features artist profiles that take you behind the scenes to show how professionals in the field create their
work you ll also find historical information on printmaking techniques troubleshooting tips and an extensive resource section the revised edition includes new and original
material bringing it up to date with the latest methods and technologies utilized all over the world far outpacing other printmaking books on the market the printmaking bible is
the ultimate volume for anyone interested or involved in this evergreen creative field back and better than ever with 25 new and updated content the revised edition of the
printmaking bible more than delivers on the promise of the original it exceeds it the definitive guide featuring step by step instructions for a myriad of techniques more than
1000 full color images and profiles and interviews with prominent printmakers this volume is more comprehensive than any other on the subject and the deluxe package and
elevated design make it a gorgeous addition to your coffee table book collection too an art book for modern printmakers the arts and crafts renaissance is alive and well whether
you re a regular at a printmaking studio an avid collector of limited edition prints or considering enrolling in a class or a workshop the new and improved edition of this uniquely
comprehensive compendium will soon become your new best friend make room on your shelf because the printmaking bible is not to be missed perfect for art students interested
in screen printing letterpress typography graphic design and more art instructors and teachers printmakers print collectors birthday holiday or graduation gift for anyone
interested in the art of printing and printmaking

Wonderfully Wordless

2015-10-15

these ten stories of intensity and bravado by the acclaimed chicano author explore love lust and longing among people struggling to find their way jean thompson the new york
times book review featuring characters of mexican american heritage each of these haunting stories is crafted with gilb s quintessentially spare yet evocative language and
explores the lives of men and women at odds with each other steeped in an ethos of regimented gender roles the men in these stories see the women in their lives as little more
than woodcuts crude variations of their actual complexity symbols of seduction mystery and power that will ultimately bring about their undoing at turns powerful and resonant
hopeful and humorous woodcuts of women is a tour de force by one of america s foremost latino writers lonely tough stories stories that force us to confront what s difficult in us
and in the people we love esquire the gritty passions of men for women the grand delusions and tender mercies are the jukebox songs playing through the 10 stories of gilb s
woodcuts of women san francisco chronicle



Gods' Man

2004-03-01

this survey of woodcut illustrations of the 1920s abounds in striking works by artists from around the world nearly 200 images two color plus an 8 page full color insert include
landscapes street scenes portraits and book illustrations by rockwell kent rudolph ruzicka william zorach eric gill and others an informative narrative offers artistic and historical
perspectives

Printmaking Bible, Revised Edition

2023-07-04

frans floris de vriendt was among the most celebrated netherlandish artists of the sixteenth century more renowned in his day than bruegel the elder this book relates floris s
hybridizing art to the social religious and political crises reshaping his society

Woodcuts of Women

2007-12-01

despite the tremendous number of studies produced annually in the field of dutch art over the last 30 years or so and the strong contemporary market for works by dutch masters
of the period as well as the public s ongoing fascination with some of its most beloved painters until now there has been no comprehensive study assessing the state of research in
the field as the first study of its kind this book is a useful resource for scholars and advanced students of seventeenth century dutch art and also serves as a springboard for further
research its 19 chapters divided into three sections and written by a team of internationally renowned art historians address a wide variety of topics ranging from those that might
be considered traditional to others that have only drawn scholarly attention comparatively recently

Stevens's Historical Collections ...

1881



renaissance readers perceived the print book as both a thing and a medium a thing that could be broken or reassembled and a visual medium that had the power to reflect
transform or deceive at the same historical moment that print books remediated the visual and material structures of manuscript and oral rhetoric the relationship between vision
and perception was fundamentally called into question investigating this crisis of perception pauline reid argues that the visual crisis that suffuses early modern english thought
also imbricates sixteenth and seventeenth century print materials these vision troubles in turn influenced how early modern books and readers interacted platonic aristotelian and
empirical models of sight vied with one another in a culture where vision had a tenuous relationship to external reality through situating early modern books design elements
such as woodcuts engravings page borders and layouts as important rhetorical components of the text reading by design articulates how the early modern book responded to
epistemological crises of perception and competing theories of sight

The Art of the Woodcut

2010-04-21

in recent years many historians have argued that the reformation did not as previously thought hamper the development of northern european visual culture but rather gave
new impetus to the production diffusion and reception of visual materials in both catholic and protestant milieus this book investigates the crosscurrents of exchange in the realm
of illustrated religious literature within and beyond confessional and national borders and against the background of recent insights into the importance of on the one hand
material as well as on the other hand sensual and emotional aspects of early modern culture each chapter in the volume helps illuminate early modern religious culture from the
perspective of the production of illustrated religious texts to see the book as object a point at which various vectors of early modern society met case studies together with
theoretical contributions shed light on the ways in which illustrated religious books functioned in evolving societies by analysing the use re use and sharing of illustrated religious
texts in england france the low countries the german states and switzerland interpretations based on points of material interaction show us how the most basic binaries of the early
modern world catholic and protestant word and image public and private were disrupted and negotiated in the realm of the illustrated religious book through this approach the
volume expands the historical appreciation of the place of imagery in post reformation europe

Frans Floris (1519/20–1570): Imagining a Northern Renaissance

2018-03-20

in 1547 the young king edward vi issued a series of religious injunctions that were intended to reform the churches in england religious imagery was a tangible and permanent
aspect of the landscape both inside and outside churches for many people it was one of the first aspects of the church to be reformed and the degree to which it was reformed



often was indicative of an individual s or community s theological leanings behind this destruction lay a longstanding debate over the nature purpose and appropriate uses of
images particularly in relation to worship and devotion the reformation lines between icon and idol however are much more difficult to identify than any single debate event or
royal injunction would suggest fromicons to idols tracks the image debate from the perspectives of both protestants and catholics across the period of religious change in england
from 1525 to 1625 for scholars of the english reformation iconoclasm has played a major role in the historiographical disputes over the nature length and efficacy of protestant
reform the fresh perspective of david j davis incorporates geography historical use and abuse popular appeal size dimensions and what was represented

Stevens's Historical Collections

1881

delving into the intersections between artistic images and philosophical knowledge in europe from the late sixteenth to the early eighteenth centuries the art of philosophy shows
that the making and study of visual art functioned as important methods of philosophical thinking and instruction from frontispieces of books to monumental prints created by
philosophers in collaboration with renowned artists susanna berger examines visual representations of philosophy and overturns prevailing assumptions about the limited function
of the visual in european intellectual history rather than merely illustrating already existing philosophical concepts visual images generated new knowledge for both aristotelian
thinkers and anti aristotelians such as descartes and hobbes printmaking and drawing played a decisive role in discoveries that led to a move away from the authority of aristotle
in the seventeenth century berger interprets visual art from printed books student lecture notebooks alba amicorum friendship albums broadsides and paintings and examines the
work of such artists as pietro testa léonard gaultier abraham bosse dürer and rembrandt in particular she focuses on the rise and decline of the plural image a genre that was
popular among early modern philosophers plural images brought multiple images together on the same page often in order to visualize systems of logic metaphysics natural
philosophy or moral philosophy featuring previously unpublished prints and drawings from the early modern period and lavish gatefolds the art of philosophy reveals the
essential connections between visual commentary and philosophical thought

Bibliotheca Mejicana

1869

essays on the turbulent history of syon abbey focussing on the role played by reading and writing in constructing its identity and experience founded in 1415 the double
monastery of syon abbey was the only english example of the order established by the fourteenth century mystic st bridget of sweden after its dispersal at the dissolution the
community survived in exile and was briefly restored during the reign of mary i but with the accession of elizabeth i some of the nuns and brothers once again sought refuge on



the continent first in the netherlands and later in lisbon this volumeof essays traces the fortunes of syon abbey and the bridgettine order between 1400 and 1700 examining the
various ways in which reading and writing shaped its identity and defined its experience and exploring the interconnections between late medieval and post reformation
monastic history and the rapidly evolving world of communication learning and books they extend our understanding of religious culture and institutions on the eve of the
reformationand the impulses that inspired initiatives for early modern catholic renewal and also illuminate the spread of literacy and the gradual and uneven transition from
manuscript to print between the fourteenth and the seventeenth centuries in the process the volume engages with larger questions about the origins and consequences of
religious intellectual and cultural change in late medieval and early modern england e a jones is senior lecturerin english university of exeter alexandra walsham is professor of
modern history and a fellow of trinity college cambridge contributors e a jones alexandra walsham peter cunich virginia bainbridge vincent gillespie c annette grise claire walker
caroline bowden claes gejrot ann hutchison

German Engravings, Etchings, and Woodcuts, Ca. 1400-1700

2006

though his writings have long been integral to the canon of early modern english literature it is only in very recent scholarship that edmund spenser has been understood as a
preeminent anthropologist whose work develops a complex theory of cultural change the contributors to this volume approach spenser s work from that new perspective
rethinking his contribution as a theorist of culture in light of his poetics the essays in the collection begin with close readings of spenser s writings and end by challenging the
ethnographic allegories that shape our knowledge of early modern england in this book spenser is proven to be not only a powerful theorist of allegory and poetics but also a
profound and subtle ethnographer of england and ireland this is an interdisciplinary volume incorporating studies on history and art history as well as literary criticism the essays
are based on papers presented at the faerie queen in the world 1596 1996 edmund spenser among the disciplines a conference which took place at the yale center for british art in
september 1996

The Ashgate Research Companion to Dutch Art of the Seventeenth Century

2017-07-05

renowned english tattooer alex binnie puts down his machine and takes up the gouge for this series of portraits of his friends and colleagues from the tattoo world including such
famous names as filip leu freddy corbin jondix and thomas hooper alongside co workers and clients from his london shop into you this series of intimate portraits expands his
artistic boundaries influenced by the great tattoo and printmaking traditions of the past alex takes his skill and vision in an entirely new direction totalling 36 prints and with an



introduction and short description of each subject we see the classic form of printmaking in a contemporary context this volume is available in a limited edition of 1 000 numbered
copies making it a real collectors item

Reading by Design

2019-04-29

the high sierra of california and tamalpais walking are close to 25 000 in print this volume will draw readers to the wilder shores of our coast and the pacific ocean

Vision and Design

1923

using evidence from contemporary printed images smith examines the attitudes of christian europe to the ottoman empire and to islam she also considers the relationship between
text and image placing it in the cultural context of the reformation and beyond

Illustrated Religious Texts in the North of Europe, 1500-1800

2016-12-05

three wordless novels by a master told in 206 expressionistic woodcuts the sun a struggle with destiny the idea a concept s triumph over suppression and story without words a
poignant romance

From Icons to Idols

2017-01-26

this volume explores the evolution of the technique composition and colouration of the woodcut beginning with the earliest publications it features examples from germany italy
france spain and the netherlands



Gothic and Renaissance Art in Nuremberg, 1300-1550

1986

in this ground breaking book zapalac brings together the methods of social intellectual and art history in showing how the protestant reformation altered the terms of political
discourse in a german free imperial city in zapalac s view visual and verbal images many of them having their origins in conceptions of the sacred were more central to sixteenth
century political thought within the city walls than was the rationalized language of law drawing on a wealth of sources she traces the impact of religious change on the
languages of judgment and authority used in the city of regensburg and thereby sheds light on the nature of political thought in early modern germany

The Art of Philosophy

2017-02-28

this wordless graphic novel tells its socially charged story through 188 stark arresting images open to endless interpretations the tragic often violent story of a young girl unfolds
through 17 chapters

Syon Abbey and Its Books

2010

wordless books were stories from the early part of the twentieth century told in black and white woodcuts imaginatively authored without any text although woodcut novels
have their roots spreading back through the history of graphic arts including block books and playing cards it was not until the early part of the twentieth century that they were
conceived and published despite its short lived popularity the woodcut novel had an important impact on the development of comic art particularly contemporary graphic novels
with a focus on adult themes scholar david a beronä examines the history of these books and the art and influence of pioneers like frans masereel lynd ward otto nückel william
gropper milt gross and laurence hyde among others the images are powerful and iconic and as relevant to the world today as they were when they were first produced beronä
places these artists in the context of their time and in the context of ours creating a scholarly work of important significance in the burgeoning field of comics and comics history



Edmund Spenser

2017-03-02

the book of revelation has fired the imaginations of theologians preachers artists and ordinary christians across the centuries the resulting number of commentaries on the book is
enormous and most studies can only touch upon at most a representative sample of this vast literature as a consequence many focus largely on the interpretation of the apocalypse
only within specific periods such as the patristic period or during the reformation one result of this severe limitation given the vast literary corpus is how historical
interpretations in critical commentaries of the book of revelations tend to prioritize authors from the modern period in the book of revelation and its interpreters short studies and
an annotated bibliography editors richard tresley and ian boxall fill a significant gap in the scholarly literature at its heart is an extensive annotated bibliography covering
commentaries on the book up to 1700 including most of the early illuminated apocalypses supporting the presentation of this survey of the historical interpretations of the book of
revelation is an extended overview of revelation s often colorful reception history by christopher rowland together with a number of short studies on various aspects of the book
these include discussions of specific commentators such as sean michael ryan s look at tyconius and francis x gumerlock exploration of chromatius of aquileia alongside a more
general treatment of revelation s impact on the figure of john of patmos in an essay by ian boxall and the visual reception of revelation in natasha o hear s article the book of
revelation and its interpreters provides a valuable bibliographical resource for those working in the field of biblical studies history of christianity eschatology and apocalyptic
studies the accompanying essays orient the authors recorded in the bibliography within a larger context offering specific examples of the apocalypse s capacity to speak in fresh
and often surprising ways to diverse audiences throughout history

The Woodcut Portraits

2012

first published in 2001 the north east of brazil is renowned for its rich and vibrant popular culture the region s festivals music poetry and popular religious rituals have attracted
increasing interest from around he world in recent decades and the woodcuts that are the subject of this book are one of the most striking expressions of that cultural dynamism
they have been a significant art form in brazil since the 1940s when they began to be produced in large quantities as illustrations for the covers of cheap pamphlets of poetry sold
in streets and markets throughout the north east where they were known as literatura de cordel or string literature so called because the pamphlets were frequently displayed on
cords hung between posts this work the first detailed study of brazilian woodcut prints in the english language deals with the origins and development of the art form its themes
the traditions and culture of the brazilian north east social and political issues humour and satire all lavishly illustrated as this superb study shows the brazilian woodcut print has
all the power quickness and wit of a great popular art



California's Wild Edge

2015

Images of Islam, 1453–1600

2015-10-06

The Sun, The Idea & Story Without Words

2012-11-13

Heavenly Craft

2004-11-02

The Stereoscope

1856

In His Image and Likeness

1990



Destiny

2013-01-17

German Engravings, Etchings, and Woodcuts, Ca. 1400-1700: Israhel van Meckenem. Text

1986

Wordless Books

2008-05-01

The Book of Revelation and Its Interpreters

2015-11-25

Brazilian Woodcut Prints

2013-10-28
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